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Petrarchism and Perspectivism in Garcilaso’s Sonnets (1, 10, 18, 22) 
 
In the past three decades a number of insightful studies have challenged the 
conventional view of Garcilaso de la Vega as a poet of transparency, authenticity and 
presence. Critics such as Caroll B. Johnson, Mary Barnard and E. C. Graf have 
pointed to the self-reflexive nature of his poetry as well as its complex engagement of 
the Classical and Petrarchan traditions.1 This insistence on the metatextual and 
intertextual nuance of Garcilaso’s work has done much to counter the romantic image 
of his verse as a sincere and almost unmediated effusion of emotion, the heart-felt 
expression of a doomed love.2 In this article, I would like to continue this revision of 
the traditional understanding of Garcilaso by pointing to an aspect of his poetry that 
has hitherto received little attention: its constant reflection upon perspective and the 
way in which one’s viewpoint shapes one’s perception of reality. The analysis that 
                                                
1 See Mary E. Barnard, ‘Garcilaso’s Poetics of Subversion and the Orpheus Tapestry’, 
PMLA, 102 (1987), no. 3, pp. 316-25; E. C. Graf, ‘Forcing the Poetic Voice: 
Garcilaso de la Vega’s Sonnet XXIX as a Deconstruction of the Idea of Harmony’, 
Modern Language Notes, 109 (1994), pp. 163-185; Carroll B. Johnson, ‘Personal 
Involvement and Poetic Tradition in the Spanish Renaissance: Some Thoughts on 
Reading Garcilaso’, Romanic Review, 80 (1989), no. 2, pp. 288-304. 
2 Examples of this biographical reading of Garcilaso’s poetry include: William J. 
Entwistle, ‘The Loves of Garcilaso de la Vega’ Hispania 13:5 (1930), pp. 377-88; 
Hayward Keniston, Garcilaso de la Vega: A Critical Study of his Life and Works 
(New York: Hispanic Society, 1922); Rafael Lapesa, La trayectoria poética de 
Garcilaso (Madrid: ISTMO, 1985); and Antonio Prieto, Garcilaso de la Vega 
(Madrid: Sociedad General Española de Librería, 1975). 
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follows will examine four of the poet’s most well-known sonnets (1, 10, 18, and 22), 
all of which explore a phenomenon from various perspectives. In each case we will 
see that Garcilaso focuses less on the phenomenon itself than on the different points 
of view from which it is apprehended. The primary focus of this essay will be 
Garcilaso’s exploration of temporal viewpoints in Sonnets 1 and 10, but in the final 
two sections I will point to similar experimentation in the treatment of spatial, mental 
and interpretative perspectives (Sonnets 18 and 22). Although all of these works have 
traditionally been read as love sonnets, their emotional content is largely eclipsed by 
an abstract, philosophical reflection, a meditation on the complex and often 
contradictory nature of human understanding. As we will see, this poetry constantly 
reflects upon itself and on the mediations of the mind.  
 
Sonnets I and X: Temporal Perspectives 
The first sonnet that I will consider—‘Cuando me paro a contemplar mi 
’stado’ (Sonnet 1)—takes as its model Petrarch’s ‘Quando mi volgo indietro a mirar 
gl’anni’ (RVF 298).3 RVF 298 belongs to the rime in morte, the poems written after 
                                                
3 Discussions of Garcilaso’s first sonnet—‘Cuando me paro a contemplar mi 
‘stado’—often dismiss the importance of its model: Petrarch’s ‘Quand’io mi volgo 
indietro a mirar gl’anni’ (RVF 298). As Edward Glaser points out, ‘[h]asta los 
defensores del origen petrarquista reconocen que la similitud entre los dos poemas 
queda limitada a los versos iniciales’, Estudios hispano-portugueses (Valencia: 
Castalia, 1957), p 62. Such claims appear in Avilés, p. 59; Keniston, p. 189; Eugenio 
Mele, ‘In margine alle poesie di Garcilaso’, Bulletin Hispanique, 32 (1930), pp. 239; 
Piras, p. 428 fn. 5; Lapesa, p. 77 fn. 95. One notable exception is Inés Azar’s very 
insightful essay, ‘Tradition, Voice and Self in the Love Poetry of Garcilaso’, Studies 
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the death of Petrarch’s beloved Laura. The sonnet contrasts the poet’s experience in 
the present (after her loss) with the conflicting emotions of the past (during her 
lifetime). The octave of the poem is an extended temporal clause in which the lyric 
voice looks back and considers the years that separate these two moments: 
Quand'io mi volgo indietro a mirar gli anni 
ch'anno fuggendo i miei penseri sparsi, 
et spento 'l foco ove agghiacciando io arsi, 
                                                                                                                                      
in Honor of Elias Rivers, ed. by Bruno Damiani and Ruth El Saffar (Potomac: Scripta 
Humanistica, 1989), pp. 24-35. For other interpretations of Garcilaso’s Sonnet 1, see 
Luis F. Avilés, ‘Contemplar mi 'stado: Las posibilidades del yo en el Soneto I de 
Garcilaso’, Calíope: Journal of the Society for Renaissance & Baroque Hispanic 
Poetry, 2 (1996), no. 1, pp. 58-78; Anne J. Cruz, ‘“Verme morir entre memorias 
tristes”: Petrarch, Garcilaso, and the Poetics of Memory’, Annali d'Italianistica, 22 
(2004), pp. 221-36; Frank Goodwyn, ‘Una teoría para la interpretación de la poesía, 
aplicada al primer soneto de Garcilaso de la Vega’, Hispanófila, 9 (1966), pp. 7-21; 
Daniel Heiple, Garcilaso de la Vega and the Italian Renaissance (University Park, 
PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), pp. 162-65; Lapesa, pp. 76-77; 
Graciela Maturo, ‘El soneto primero de Garcilaso como afirmación doctrinaria’, 
Letras, 19-20 (1988-1989), pp. 69-78; Pina Rosa Piras, ‘“Yo” tra metafora e 
letteralità: Lettura del sonetto “Quando me paro a contemplar mi 'stado” di Garcilaso 
de la Vega’, Annali Istituto Universitario Orientale, Napoli, Sezione Romanza, 24 
(1982), no. 2, pp. 427-432; Ana Maria Snell, ‘Tres ejemplos del arte del soneto en 
Garcilaso’, MLN, 88 (1973), no. 2, pp. 179-183; Darci L. Strother, ‘“Cuando me paro 
a contemplar mi estado”: El concepto de “género” en tres sonetos del Siglo de Oro 
español’, Romance Notes, 34 (1993), no. 1, pp. 61-69. 
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et finito il riposo pien d'affanni, 
rotta la fe' degli amorosi inganni, 
et sol due parti d'ogni mio ben farsi, 
l'una nel cielo et l'altra in terra starsi, 
et perduto il guadagno de’ miei danni 
[When I turn back to gaze at the years that fleeing have scattered all 
my thoughts, and put out the fire where I freezing burned, and ended 
my labouring repose, broken the faith of amorous deceptions, and 
turned all my wealth into two parts only (one is in Heaven, the other in 
the ground), and destroyed the profit of my losses].4  
The intervening years have had a dispersive effect on the experience of the lyric 
voice. The past was a moment of paradoxes, of opposite sensations experienced 
simultaneously: a freezing flame, labouring rest, profitable losses, etc. The years in 
between, however, have disassociated and diminished these contradictory emotions. 
The hyperbaton in verse 2, which separates the auxiliary verb (‘hanno’, have) from 
the past participle (‘sparsi’, scattered), reinforces the rupture and disconnect between 
the wholeness of the past and the dispersed reality of the present.  
In the first tercet, Petrarch describes his reaction to this backward glance: 
i' mi riscuoto, et trovomi sì nudo, 
ch'i' porto invidia ad ogni estrema sorte: 
tal cordoglio et paura ò di me stesso. 
                                                
4 Francesco Petrarca, Petrarch’s Lyric Poems: the Rime Sparse and Other Lyrics, ed. 
and trans. by Robert M. Durling (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1976), pp. 476-77. 
Further references to this edition are given after quotations in the text. 
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[I shake myself and find myself so naked that I am envious of every 
most extreme misfortune, such anguish and fear I have for myself.] 
(pp. 476-77) 
Although the past is a moment of extremes, the lyric voice prefers it to his present, 
which seems empty and meaningless. Line 10 echoes Dante’s description of the 
‘neutrals’ in Inferno III, who are ‘’nvidiosi … d’ogne altra sorte’ [‘envious of every 
other fate’].5 This allusion reinforces the contrast between the extremity of the past 
and the neutrality of the present. The past may have been a moment of paradoxes and 
dangerous excess, but the present is far worse. The emptiness of the latter is clear in 
the brevity of its description: where Petrarch dedicates six verses (3-8) to the 
paradoxes of the past, he dismisses his current situation in three lines (9-11), which 
give no detail about the nature of his woes. 
The final stanza, however, introduces an element of ambiguity into the poem: 
O mia Stella, o Fortuna, o Fato, o Morte, 
o per me sempre dolce Giorno e crudo, 
come m’avete in basso stato messo! 
[O my Star, O Fortune, O fate, O Death, O Day to me always sweet 
and cruel, how you have put me in low estate!] (pp. 476-77) 
The ‘Day’ to which Petrarch refers is April 6, the date both of his initial encounter 
with Laura in 1327 (hence, sweet) and of her death in 1348 (hence, cruel). The 
overdetermination of this ‘Giorno’ creates an ambiguity in the poem. Is the cause of 
his misfortune Laura’s death? Or is it rather their encounter, which has given him a 
                                                
5 Dante, Inferno, trans. by Allen Mandelbaum (New York: Bantam Books, 1982), pp. 
22-23. 
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glimpse of a richer, more complex existence, that makes his current state seem empty 
and sorrowful by comparison?  
To a certain extent, Petrarch’s poem is playing with perspectives. The lyric 
voice is looking at his present condition through the lens of the past, which gives him 
a different (and more troubling) view of it. What makes the emptiness and 
degradation of his current state apparent is not any particular aspect of the situation 
itself (we learn nothing of his present woes) but rather its contrast with a more 
turbulent past. The ambiguity in the final tercet, moreover, suggests that had this past 
been less dynamic (i.e. had Petrarch never met Laura), his present might not be as 
‘low’ in his estimation. Misery, it seems, is to a large degree a matter of perspective. 
 Garcilaso de la Vega continues this reflection on temporal viewpoint in Sonnet 
1. The philosophical tone of this poem is evident in its first lines, which echo but 
subtly alter the opening of RVF 298: 
Cuando me paro a contemplar mi estado, 
y a ver los pasos por do me ha traído.6 
In addition to introducing the metaphor of life as a road, Garcilaso has changed the 
infinitive of the initial verse: where Petrarch looks backward (‘mirar’), Garcilaso 
takes a more contemplative stance (‘contemplar’). It is noteworthy, moreover, that 
Garcilaso has radically reduced the number of lines dedicated to this earlier state. As 
we have seen, Petrarch gives an elaborate, octave-long description of what he sees in 
the past. Garcilaso, in contrast, reveals nothing about the ‘steps’ that he is 
                                                
6 Garcilaso de la Vega, Obra poética y textos en prosa, ed. by Bienvenido Morros 
(Barcelona: Crítica, 1994), 12. Further references to this edition are given after 
quotations in the text. 
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contemplating.7 As Inés Azar observes, ‘where the speaker of Petrarch is explicit (“il 
foco, ove agghiacciando io arsi”, “gli amorosi inganni”), the speaker of Garcilaso 
remains silent’.8 Where the focus in the Italian poem is the experience in the past, that 
of the Spanish poem is the act of contemplation itself.  
This philosophical mood is reflected in Garcilaso’s conclusion, which appears 
in verses 3-4: 
hallo, según por do anduve perdido, 
que a mayor mal pudiera haber llegado (p. 12). 
Where Petrarch’s backward glance reveals the misery of his present state, Garcilaso’s 
makes him realise that his situation is not so bad after all. It helps him to relativise, to 
consider other hypothetical outcomes, which might have been much worse. 
 The second quatrain of the poem, however, offers a different perspective: 
mas cuando del camino estó olvidado, 
a tanto mal no sé por dó he venido; 
sé que me acabo, y más he yo sentido  
ver acabar conmigo mi cuidado. (p. 12) 
When the lyric voice loses sight of the past, his present situation seems pure agony. 
Ironically, however, what he most laments is not his misery but its imminent end. His 
conclusion in this stanza is similar to that of the first tercet of RVF 298. Just as 
                                                
7 Like Avilés (p. 64), I disagree with Heiple’s claim that Garcilaso’s ‘reworking of the 
Petrarchan line signals the change in theme from time to condition’, p. 164. Garcilaso 
tells us almost nothing about his ‘state’. As will become clear in what follows, the 
focus of the poem is the way his perceptions change as he adopts different temporal 
perspectives.  
8 Azar, 30. 
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Petrarch wishes that he could bring the emotional torment of the past into his present, 
Garcilaso longs to prolong his suffering beyond his death. 
 The focus of Garcilaso’s reflection, however, is fundamentally different from 
that of Petrarch’s sonnet. The basic opposition in RVF 298 is the distinction between 
two moments in time: the past, an era of extremes and paradoxes but also of emotional 
plenitude, and the present, a neutral period devoid of such contradictions. Petrarch 
dedicates considerable space to the description of these experiences, particularly to 
the paradoxes of the past. Garcilaso, in contrast, tells us virtually nothing about the 
‘pasos’ that led him to his situation or about the ‘tanto mal’ and ‘cuidado’ of his 
present. This is because the main opposition in the Spanish poem is not between two 
moments in time but between two perspectives on time. Garcilaso is not 
differentiating between the past and the present but rather contrasting the present as 
seen in relation to the past with the present as seen in isolation. To put it another way, 
Garcilaso is contrasting synchronic and diachronic perspectives on his experience. As 
I suggested earlier, this perspectival focus is to a certain extent implicit in RVF 298: 
Petrarch’s lament results from the contemplation of the present in relation to the past 
(a diachronic glance). Garcilaso’s innovation, however, is to introduce a second 
temporal perspective and to shift the focus from the moments in and of themselves to 
the act of contemplation. 
 The distinction that Garcilaso draws resembles Roland Barthes’ opposition 
between the ‘figure’ and the ‘love story’ in the introduction to The Lover’s Discourse. 
Barthes uses the term ‘figure’ to refer to the tropes of the ‘lover’s discourse’, the 
random comings and goings of the lover’s mind, the non-sensical, iterative and 
generally trite phrases that he addresses to himself. The ‘love story’, in contrast, is an 
attempt to make sense of the amorous relationship a posteriori, to give it a narrative 
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shape. Barthes describes the ‘love story’ as a capitulation to ‘general opinion’, which 
‘wants the subject himself to reduce the great imaginary current, the orderless, endless 
stream which is passing through him, to a painful, morbid crisis of which he must be 
cured, which he must “get over”’.9 When Garcilaso’s lyric voice constructs a ‘love 
story’, connecting the narrative dots, he is reconciled to his current lot: in the first 
quatrain, he is momentarily ‘cured’ of his amorous lunacy. When he forgets the story, 
however, he falls back into the ‘figures’, the non-sensical thoughts and desires of the 
lover’s discourse: his irrational regret that his suffering will end. The shift from the 
love story to the figure is clear in the style and syntax of the octave. The complex 
syntax, straightforward logic and fluidity of lines 1-6 contrast with the singsongy 
quality of verses 7-8.10 The latter lines double back on themselves both phonetically 
(with the alliteration of the velar consonants in verse 8) and lexically (with the 
repetition of ‘acabar’). In the first six verses, thought triumphs over sound. In the last 
two, in contrast, musicality and texture—the feel of the verse and the feeling 
expressed—predominate. 
                                                
9 Roland Barthes, The Lover’s Discourse: Fragments, trans. by Richard Howard (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1979), pp. 6-7. 
10 Martha Elena Venier observes that verse 6 ‘termina el tono reflexivo que 
caracteriza lo que podríamos denominar primera parte temática del soneto’, ‘Lectura 
(sintáctica) del primer soneto de Garcilaso’, Nueva Revista de Filología Hispánica, 47 
(1999), no. 2, p. 366. Similarly, Glaser observes that ‘el contraste entre el primero y el 
segundo cuarteto es más acusado que entre ambos y los tercetos. La serenidad queda 
limitada al primer cuarteto’, p. 63. 
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 Garcilaso’s octave, thus, sets up an opposition between the diachronic 
perspective or ‘love story’ and the synchronic perspective or ‘figures’ of the lover’s 
discourse. It remains to be seen which of these will prevail in the sestet: 
Yo acabaré, que me entregué sin arte  
a quien sabrá perderme y acabarme 
si ella quisiere; y aun sabrá querello, 
que, pues mi voluntad puede matarme, 
la suya, que no es tanto de mi parte, 
pudiendo, ¿qué hará sino hacello? (p. 12)11   
At a surface level, these verses seem diachronic: they establish relations between the 
past (‘que me entregué sin arte’) and the future, the imminent death of the lyric voice 
(‘Yo acabaré’), and resort to causal constructions. Nevertheless, the ideas expressed 
suggest the warped logic of the ‘figures’. If I can kill myself, the lover argues, what 
can (s)he, who has less interest in my well-being, do other than kill me? Although the 
final verses take the form of a syllogism, their reasoning is flawed: an ability to kill, 
after all, does not presuppose a will to kill. Tellingly, early readers of the poem 
attempted to correct Garcilaso’s logic. In his Anotaciones, Fernando de Herrera 
                                                
11 In transcribing the sestet, I have followed the punctuation suggested by Azaustre 
Galiana, who reads the final tercet as an explanation of the assertion ‘y aún sabrá 
querello’. See Antonio Azaustre Galiana, ‘“Compositio”, puntuación y lectura del 
soneto I de Garcilaso’, Bulletin hispanique, 98 (1996), no. 1, pp. 29-35. I disagree, 
however, with his characterization of these verses as a ‘rational’ explanation of the 
lover’s destiny, p. 32.  
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observes that Luis Barahona de Soto changed ‘puede’ in verse 12 to ‘quiere’.12 
Similarly, Tamayo de Vargas proposed replacing ‘pudiendo’ with ‘queriendo’, 
observing that ‘él no tiene que especificar el poder, pues no le duda, sino encarecer la 
promptitud de la voluntad ajena en su acabamiento’.13 These revisions introduce a will 
to kill that justifies the lover’s fears. The lines Garcilaso actually wrote, in contrast, 
are a non sequitur: they are in Avilés’ words a ‘balbuceo especulativo’ that reveal 
what Snell calls a ‘laberinto mental’.14 They reflect the exaggerations of the lover’s 
discourse, which constantly imagines hidden signs, dangers and conspiracies.15  
The fundamental difference between Petrarch’s and Garcilaso’s poems is their 
representation of the diachronic perspective. In Petrarch’s sonnet, the backward 
glance is dangerous because it reveals the insufficiency of the present. It introduces an 
emotional distortion into the poet’s perception of his current situation. Petrarch’s 
backward glance feeds into the figures of the lover’s discourse. In Garcilaso’s poem, 
in contrast, the historicizing viewpoint allows the lyric voice to stand momentarily 
outside himself, to see his situation with the objective hindsight of the ‘love story’. 
This divergence may be related to the different vision of the past in the two poems. 
Whereas Petrarch’s sonnet emphasizes the rupture between the by-gone era and the 
                                                
12 Cited in Antonio Gallego Morell, Garcilaso de la Vega y sus comentaristas: obras 
completas del poeta, acompañadas de los textos íntegros de los comentarios de el 
Brocense, Fernando de Herrera, Tamayo de Vargas y Azara (Granada: Universidad 
de Granada, 1966), p. 202. 
13 Cited in Gallego Morell, p. 585. 
14 Avilés, p. 66; Snell, p. 180. 
15 The poliptotons of the sestet reinforce the iterative and obsessive quality of the 
lover’s discourse. 
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present, Garcilaso sees his current situation as connected to the past: he is able to 
trace the steps that lead from one moment to the other. Petrarch’s lyric voice sees the 
intervening years as a dispersive, centrifugal force. Garcilaso’s, in contrast, can draw 
a straight line between past and present. It is this sense of continuity (reinforced by 
the metaphor of the road) that gives his diachronic perspective its explanatory force. 
If one conceives of one’s present as an extension of one’s past, one can trace causal 
relationships and imagine other possible outcomes. In Petrarch, however, the past is 
irretrievably severed from the present. Here the backward glance does not place the 
two moments in a meaningful trajectory but rather underscores their contrast.16 
                                                
16 In its focus on perspective, my reading differs significantly from that of Luis 
Avilés. Avilés represents the lyric voice as a subject who is splintered into many 
competing identities and who is therefore incapable of evaluating his experience: ‘un 
yo que mira su pasado y piensa que no está tan mal como podría estar (versos 1-4); un 
yo que vive olvidado de ese pasado y que desconoce la gradación de eventos que lo 
llevan a su presente (5-6); un yo que se enfrenta a esta dos posturas e intenta —o 
cree— llegar a una conclusión en su presente (7-8); un yo proyectado hacia el futuro, 
que intenta postular con seguridad su destino dentre de un sistema de comunicación 
dominado por el otro (9-11); un yo atrapado por dos voluntades, la suya propia y la 
del otro (12-14), y que desemboca irremediablemente en el juego retórico de la 
muerte’ (pp. 68-69). It seems to me, however, that the poem is not opposing identities 
but rather perspectives on an experience. The lyric voice is not a schizophrenic 
subject divided against himself but rather someone contemplating the different points 
of view from which he may understand his life story. I would also argue that lines 7-
8, as well as the sestet, should be understood as a continuation of the conclusions 
reached in line 6 (rather than as a new perspective). 
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Sonnet 10: Looking Forward and Backward 
 Garcilaso explores the past as rupture in another well-known sonnet, which 
engages in a similar perspectival game: ‘¡Oh dulces prendas por mi mal halladas’ 
(10).17 In this poem, the lyric voice addresses relics of an earlier and happier period of 
his life: 
¡Oh dulces prendas por mi mal halladas,  
dulces y alegres cuando Dios quería! 
Juntas estáis en la memoria mía, 
y con ella en mi muerte conjuradas. (p. 25) 
                                                
17 On Sonnet 10, see Blecua, pp. 46-49; Cruz, ‘Verme morir’; José Enrique 
Etcheverry Stirling, Temas literarios (Montevideo: Publicaciones de la Comisión 
Nacional de Homenaje del Sesquicentenario de los Hechos Históricos de 1825, 1975), 
pp. 339-342; Heiple, pp. 169-73; Herman Iventosch, ‘Garcilaso's Sonnet “Oh dulces 
prendas”: A Composite of Classical and Medieval Models’, Annali Istituto 
Universitario Orientale, Napoli, Sezione Romanza, 7(1965), pp. 203-227; Johnson, 
pp. 290-92; Judith G. Kim, ‘Garcilaso's Sonnet “Oh dulces prendas” Reexamined’, 
Kentucky Romance Quarterly, 21 (1974), pp. 229-38; Lapesa, pp. 122-23; Armando 
López Castro, ‘Modernidad de Garcilaso’, Revista de Literatura, 55 (1993), no. 110, 
pp. 581; Ignacio Navarrete, Orphans of Petrarch: Poetry and Theory in the Spanish 
Renaissance (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994), pp. 
112-15; Russell P. Sebold, ‘La dulzura de Garcilaso y sus imitadores’ Salina: revista 
de lletres, 18 (2004), pp. 119-126; Simon A. Vosters, ‘Dos sonetos de Garcilaso. 
Análisis estilístico’, Hispanófila, 45 (1972), pp. 1-20. 
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As almost all critics have pointed out, these verses recall Book IV of the Aeneid in 
which Dido assembles Aeneas’ vestments on the funeral pyre: ‘Dulces exuviae dum 
fata,/ Deusque sinebant’ (4.651). Garcilaso transforms Dido’s suicide into the self-
destructive function of the lover’s memory, which conspires against him. Where in 
Sonnet 1 looking backward gives a sense of distance, here it is a highly perilous act.  
 As in RVF 298, the danger results from a sense of the rupture between the past 
and the present. In contrast to Sonnet 1, Garcilaso does not draw a path between the 
two moments but rather insists on the contrast between them: 
¿Quién me dijera, cuando las pasadas 
horas en tanto bien por vos me vía, 
que me habíais de ser en algún día 
con tan grave dolor representadas? (p. 25) 
Initially, this quatrain seems but an extension of the idea of the first: the radical 
difference between past and present experience. It is important to note, however, that 
in these verses the temporal perspective of the poem shifts. Where in the opening 
stanza, the lyric voice looks back at the past (‘dulces y alegres cuando Dios quería’) 
from the standpoint of the present, in the second he attempts to imagine what the 
present (‘algún día’) would have looked like from the standpoint of the past (‘las 
pasadas/ horas’).18 We might say that the first quatrain re-presents the past, while the 
second re-futures the present. The use of verbs of perception or representation in the 
octave—’representadas’, ‘vía’—suggests that the true focus of the poem is not the 
relics in and of themselves but rather how the perspective from which they are viewed 
                                                
18 Herrera’s notes to these lines picks up on this. He imagines the past looking forward 
at the present and commiserating with its woes: ‘comiseración del bien pasado a la 
miseria del estado presente’, cited in Gallego Morell, p. 319. 
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changes the perception of their meaning. The act of re-presenting the past results in a 
very different representation.  
The sestet of the poem introduces yet another temporal perspective:  
Pues en una hora junto me llevastes 
todo el bien que por término me distes, 
llevadme junto al mal que me dejastes. 
Si no, sospecharé que me pusistes 
en tantos bienes, porque deseastes 
verme morir entre memorias tristes. (p. 25) 
Where the first quatrain deals with the present view of the past, and the second stanza 
with the past view of the present, the sestet anticipates the future viewpoint 
(‘sospecharé’) toward the past (‘me pusistes/ en tantos bienes, porque deseastes’). In 
its paranoid logic, this new perspective resembles the sestet of Sonnet 1: in both 
cases, the lyric voice imagines a plot against him (orchestrated by the beloved in one 
case and by the prendas in the other). Daniel Heiple observes a shift in tense in these 
lines: where the verbs in the octave are in the imperfect, the preterit prevails in the 
sestet.19 This shift underscores the difference between the present viewpoint on the 
past (in the first quatrain)—a melancholy longing for an earlier period—and the 
future perspective on the past (in the sestet)—the conspiracy theory of the final lines. 
The nostalgic tone of the former—the evocation of a happier era in the imperfect—
contrasts with the harsh causal logic of the latter—a plotted series of events in the 
preterit. 
It is interesting to note how the function of the prendas shifts with these 
changes in perspective. In the opening verses, the prendas seem to serve as a symbol 
                                                
19 Heiple, p. 171. 
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of a happier moment (‘dulces y alegres cuando Dios quería’). The prendas are tokens 
that the lovers once exchanged to signify their joy and affection. By the end of the 
first stanza, however, these relics begin to take on a different role. In verse 4, they are 
not a symbol but an agent: together with the lover’s memory, the prendas plot the 
lover’s demise (‘con [la memoria mía] en mi muerte conjuradas’).20 The second 
quatrain inverts this trajectory. At first the prendas serve as an agent, the cause of the 
lover’s past happiness (‘en tanto bien por vos me vía’). But in verse 8, they are once 
again a symbol that represents the poet’s misery: ‘con tanto dolor representadas’. 
Although the two quatrains adopt different temporal perspectives, their 
treatment of the prendas is fundamentally similar. In each case, the relics are 
represented as a sign, when they are perceived as temporally distant, and as agents, 
when they are considered temporally close. In the first quatrain, in which the lyric 
voice adopts the perspective of the present, the prendas are a sign of happiness in the 
past (the distant period), whereas they are conspirators (agents) against the lover in 
the present (his own period). When the lyric voice imagines the viewpoint of the past 
in the second quatrain, the relics are a sign of unhappiness in that past’s future (i.e. the 
present of the poem), while they are the cause of his happiness in the past (the near 
period). 
This vacillation between a symbolic and a causal function reflects the primary 
trope of the poem: prosopopeia.21 As Paul de Man has shown, prosopopeia is a figure 
                                                
20 Daniel Heiple aptly observed that ‘[n]ot only do they represent his suffering, but 
they come to personify the causes of that suffering’, p. 171. I would use even stronger 
language: they seem to cause his suffering. 
21 I disagree with Russell Sebold’s and Kim’s claims that the poem is not an extended 
prosopopeia. Sebold believes that prendas refers to ‘todas las damas con quienes el 
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that has a tendency to invert. When a poet addresses a dead or inanimate object, he is 
initially in the position of life (i.e., speaking), while his interlocutor is in the position 
of death (i.e., silence). Through the act of apostrophe, however, the poet projects a life 
and voice upon the object; he imagines that it is able to reply. Always latent in this 
trope, thus, is the possibility of a reversal. Were the inanimate interlocutor to come to 
life and speak, the poet would find himself in the position of silence or death.22 This 
trope may serve as a metaphor for the process of reading. When we decode a text, we 
project our own voice and interpretation upon the lifeless signs of the page. In the 
process, however, we often we lose sight of our own projection. It seems to us as 
though the absent or dead author were speaking to us from beyond the grave. In 
Garcilaso’s sonnet, the prendas are initially silent signs, symbols of a distant and 
irretrievable past. As the lyric voice addresses them and confers life upon them, 
however, he begins to lose sight of his projection, and the objects seem to him not 
inanimate signs but rather living agents who have a powerful effect on his life. In 
verse 4, they conspire against the lover plotting his death. In this line and in the sestet, 
the trope of prosopopeia threatens to invert: as the prendas come to life, the lover 
                                                                                                                                      
poeta ha tenido amores’ (p. 121), while Kim argues that it represents ‘the physical 
charms and spiritual beauty that [the beloved] possesses: her eyes, her voice, her 
laugh, her wit, her characteristic gestures and everything whose memory would stab a 
lover to the heart’, pp. 233-34. As will become clear in what follows, however, the 
poem exhibits the classic features of the trope of propopopeia. The reference to Virgil 
in the first verses, moreover, supports the idea that the lyric voice (like Dido) is 
addressing an object that recalls a happier moment in the past. 
22 On prosopopeia, see Paul de Man’s essay ‘Autobiography as De-Facement’ in The 
Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984) pp. 67-83. 
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seems on the brink of death. Prosopopeia is a figure that attempts to bring a sign from 
a distant period into a near one (the present) by revivifying it. That the signs become 
agents as the poet places himself close to them in time is thus consistent with the 
trope. 
Critics have often interpreted this sonnet as a metatextual poem. Caroll 
Johnson, for example, describes it as ‘a short but anguished meditation on the process 
of signification, a consideration of the surprising fact that a signifier means whatever 
it means only within a particular signifying system or code, and that the same signifier 
in a different code means something different’.23 The prendas mean one thing in the 
past and another in the present. Similarly, Ignacio Navarrete has observed that 
prendas, which can mean ‘booty or plunder’, might refer to Garcilaso’s debt to 
Petrarch, the verses that he has appropriated from his poetic forebear:  
Garcilaso’s tenth sonnet, in this interpretation, represents the reading 
of Petrarch, which to Garcilaso might once have seemed a happy 
experience, but which ultimately becomes a burden as the Italian’s 
poetry continues to speak through his own; the texts that once brought 
him great pleasure now only bring sorrow.24 
For Navarrete, the poem betrays Garcilaso’s anxiety of influence.  
 I agree with Johnson and Navarrete that the poem is a reflection on the process 
of reading, but I believe that it is important to underscore the role of temporal 
perspective in this reflection on signs and poetic precedents. The lyric voice has 
rediscovered an object—a sign or a text—from the past, which has lost its former 
meaning. The first quatrain describes an attempt to resituate the object in its original 
                                                
23 Johnson, pp. 291-92. 
24 Navarrete, p. 115. 
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context, to recuperate its meaning in an earlier period. The lyric voice, that is, is 
engaging in an archaeological form of reading: he is using a fragment or vestige to 
imagine a lost era. As Thomas Greene has pointed out, Renaissance authors often 
resorted to this form of reading because they perceived an epistemological rupture 
between the present and Classical antiquity. Where medieval writers experienced their 
literary production as a continuation of Roman tradition (they generally wrote in the 
same language: Latin), Renaissance writers such as Petrarch were painfully aware of 
the distance between their era and that of the ancients: signs no longer signified in the 
same way. The role of the Renaissance writer, therefore, was to reconstruct, through 
philological study, the original meaning of a textual remnant, whose meaning was no 
longer self-evident.25 Like the humanist scholar, Garcilaso’s poetic voice 
contemplates the strangeness and alterity of signs from the past (the prendas). The 
trope of prosopopeia is his attempt to bridge this gap, to bring these signs nearer to 
himself. 
 Both Sonnets 1 and 10 contrast a series of temporal perspectives and reflect 
upon the value of historicizing. In Sonnet 1, the act of placing a moment within a 
historical trajectory has a positive, relativising function: the diachronic perspective 
gives the lyric voice greater insight into his current situation. Sonnet 10 deals with a 
more dangerous way of engaging the past. Instead of situating a moment within a 
larger chronology, the lyric voice attempts to collapse the timeline bringing the past 
back into the present. This type of reading does not lead to understanding but to 
distortion; the past does not clarify the present but rather seems to conspire against it.  
                                                
25 On Renaissance notions of imitation, see Thomas Greene, The Light in Troy: 




Sonnet 18: Spatial and Mental Perspectives 
Garcilaso’s poetry not only explores temporal perspective but also also 
examines how distance, both spatial and psychological, alters the perception of a 
phenomenon. A clear example of this is Sonnet 18—‘Si a vuestra voluntad yo soy de 
cera’—which traces how the lover’s experience changes depending on his physical 
distance from the object of desire.26 As the sestet reveals, the lyric voice burns with 
desire when he is far from the beloved but feels his blood freeze when he is nearby: 
y es que yo soy de lejos inflamado 
de vuestra ardiente vista y encendido 
tanto, que en vida me sostengo apenas. 
Mas si de cerca soy acometido 
de vuestros ojos, luego siento helado 
cuajárseme la sangre por las venas. (p. 35) 
As Consiglio suggests, the most likely model for these verses is the first tercet of RVF 
22427: 
                                                
26 On Sonnet 18, see Anne J. Cruz, Imitación y transformación: el petrarquismo en la 
poesía de Boscán y Garcilaso de la Vega (Amsterdam; Philadelphia: J. Benjamins 
Pub. Co., 1988). pp. 81-83; and Heiple, pp. 179-83. 
27 C. Consiglio, ‘I sonnetti di Garcilaso de la Vega: problemi critici’, Annali del corso 
di lingue e letterature straniere presso l'Università di Bari, 2 (1954), p. 259. El 
Brocense and Fernando de Herrera cite as sources lines from Bembo and Ariosto as 
well as the final verse of RVF 194: ‘che da lunge mi struggo, e da press’ardo’ (for 
when I am afar I am tormented and when I am close by I burn), pp. 340-4. As Heiple 
points out, Petrarch’s conclusion in the latter poem is the opposite of Garcilaso’s: the 
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 s’arder da lunge et agghiacciar da presso, 
 son le cagion ch’amando i’ mi distempre, 
 vostro, Donna, ’l peccato et mio fia ’l danno. 
[if to burn from afar and freeze close by—if these are the causes that I 
untune myself with love, yours will be the blame, Lady, mine the loss.] 
(pp. 380-81) 
Both Petrarch and Garcilaso draw a distinction between spatial perspectives: 
perception from close-up versus perception from afar. 
 The novelty of the Spanish poem is that it adds to this paradox a second 
contrast: an opposition between two mental perspectives toward this spatial 
phenomenon. It distinguishes between emotional and sensorial reactions to the 
beloved. This opposition is clear in the contrast between the two quatrains: 
Si a vuestra voluntad yo soy de cera 
y por sol tengo sólo vuestra vista, 
la cual a quien no inflama o no conquista 
con su mirar, es de sentido fuera; 
¿de do viene una cosa, que, si fuera 
menos veces de mí probada y vista, 
según parece que a razón resista, 
                                                                                                                                      
Italian poet does not freeze but rather burns in the proximity of Laura. This contrast 
leads Heiple to see the sonnet as an example of what he calls Garcilaso’s ‘unorthodox 
Petrarchan postures’, poems that ‘in subtle ways [...] without abandoning the 
Petrarchan mode of expression [...] undermine other principles of Petrarchism’, p. 
179. Garcilaso’s verse, however, seems less subversive when we compare it to RVF 
224. 
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a mi sentido mismo no creyera? (p. 35) 
Where the first four verses elaborate a complex metaphor (the lover is wax, and the 
beloved is the sun), the second stanza adopts a more logical and empirical tone 
(appealing to reason, proof and the senses). The opening quatrain offers an emotional 
perspective on the spatial paradox that will be defined in the tercets: from this 
viewpoint it is irrational not to be in love, not to be inflamed as is the lover by the 
beloved. The second quatrain, however, offers a more levelheaded perspective based 
on the evidence of the senses: here what is irrational is not the non-lover’s but the 
lover’s experience. Tellingly, the opposition between love and insanity (de sentido 
fuera) in the opening strophe gives way to an opposition between love and reason in 
the second. As we shift from one mental perspective to another, the logic of the poem 
changes. 
 It is interesting to note how the structure of the poem foregrounds this contrast 
between mental perspectives. The sonnet opens with a question that occupies the 
entire octave: how can this thing have come to pass? The thing itself, however, has 
not yet been disclosed. ‘Una cosa’ (v. 5) is defined only after the ‘y es que’ of the 
sestet. By postponing the revelation of the reality observed and focusing on the 
contrasting viewpoints toward it, Garcilaso once again places the emphasis on 
perspective and the working of the mind rather than on the amorous experience itself. 
 Garcilaso reinforces this perspectival play through a subtle use of antanaclasis, 
the repetition of a word with a different meaning. Where in the first quatrain ‘vista’ 
functions as a noun and signifies the beauty of the beloved, in the second it is a verb 
(the participle of ‘ver’) that refers to his act of seeing. This opposition underscores the 
difference between the poetic, emotional perspective of the first quatrain, in which the 
lover melts before the aesthetic charms of his lady, and the more empirical diction of 
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the second, which seeks to confirm the phenomenon through visual observation. A 
similar transition occurs between the final two stanzas. In the first tercet, which 
describes the effect of the lady from a distance, the word ‘vista’ recovers its abstract 
meaning and refers to her beauty. The second tercet, in contrast, focuses on the eyes 
(‘ojos’). As in the octave, the poem shifts from the ideal of beauty to the organ of 
sight. This shift reflects the innovation of Garcilaso’s brand of Petrarchism, which 
moves the emphasis from the love object to the act and angle of perception. 
Garcilaso similarly plays with the meaning of ‘sentido’.28 In the final line of 
first quatrain, the word functions as a synonym of ‘reason’ (‘de sentido fuera’). In the 
second, however, it refers to the five senses, which now contradict reason. Where the 
more poetic first quatrain adopts the abstract meaning of the term, the empirical 
second stanza uses it in its more bodily and physical sense, which is echoed in the 
final line of the poem: ‘siento helado/ cuajárseme la sangre’ (emphasis mine). As with 
‘vista’, ‘sentido’ shifts from an abstract to a more sensorial meaning as the lover’s 
perspective changes.  
These antanaclases reinforce the fundamental point of the poem: namely, that 
a phenomenon can appear in different ways in different contexts. Just as the beloved 
inspires different effects, and the spatial paradox inspires different reactions, so words 
take on different meanings depending on the way in which they are placed. Sonnet 18 
translates into spatial terms the temporal perspectivism of Sonnet 10: in the same way 
that the meaning of the prendas-text varies according to one’s position in time, the 
interpretation of the aesthetic object in Sonnet 18 depends on the lover’s spatial and 
psychological distance. 
 
                                                
28 On this double meaning, see Cruz, Imitación y transformación, pp. 81-82. 
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Textual Perspectives: Sonnet 22 
The final poem that we will consider—‘Con ansia estrema de mirar qué tiene’ 
(Sonnet 22)—examines not spatial or temporal standpoints but what we might call 
interpretative perspectives: the different viewpoints from which one can approach a 
text. This sonnet is one of the most intriguing of Garcilaso’s corpus and has been the 
subject of many commentaries.29 Most of this discussion has focused upon the 
interpersonal situation that inspired the text.30 Early readers projected various 
scenarios onto the poem: el Brocense, for example, suggested that the sonnet was 
inspired by an incident in which the lyric voice came across his beloved 
‘descompuesta y descubierto el pecho, y ella pesándole dello, acudió con la mano a 
cubrillo y hirióse con algún alfiler de la beatilla en él, de lo cual el poeta se duele’.31 
Modern readers have similarly elaborated complex theories about the psychology of 
                                                
29 On Sonnet 22, see Bryant Creel, The Voice of the Phoenix: Metaphors of Death and 
Rebirth in Classics of the Iberian Renaissance (Tempe, AZ: Arizona Center for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2004), pp. 95-118; Antonio Gargano, Fonti, miti, 
topoi: cinque saggi su Garcilaso (Naples: Liguori, 1988), pp. 27-54; Heiple, pp. 243-
250; Snell, pp. 183-86.  
30 As Gargano observes, ‘quasi tutti i commentatori si preoccupano di “inventare” una 
sorta di premessa narrativa, all’interno della quale collocare la “scena” del sonetto’ 
[almost all commentators seek to invent some sort of narrative premise in which to 
situate the ‘scene’ of the sonnet (my translation)], p. 33. 
31 Cited in Gallego Morell, p. 243. 
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both the lyric voice and the lady.32 As El Brocense intuited early on, however, ‘[m]ás 
fácil sería en este Soneto refutar lo que otros han dicho, que decir cosa cierta: porque 
no se sabe el intento a que fué hecho’.33 In what follows, I would like to set aside the 
question of the anecdote that gave rise to the poem—one that ultimately cannot be 
answered—and attempt to understand the sonnet on its own terms. 
In the first quatrain, the lyric voice expresses his desire to glimpse a hidden 
reality: 
Con ansia extrema de mirar qué tiene 
vuestro pecho escondido allá en su centro, 
y ver si a lo de fuera lo de dentro 
en apariencia y ser igual conviene (p. 41). 
As various critics have pointed out, what the lyric voice wishes to see is not the breast 
itself but what lies within it: presumably, the lady’s soul or the state of her heart. His 
curiosity, however, is not that of a lover who wonders whether his love is 
reciprocated. Rather he wishes to know whether the inner nature of the woman 
corresponds to her external beauty. As Snell has suggested, the vision of love in this 
stanza has Neoplatonic overtones.34 The lover, it seems, hopes to pass from the 
appreciation of the lady’s physical attractions to the contemplation of a more spiritual 
                                                
32 Creel, for example, concludes that ‘in her exquisite and attractive modesty, the lady 
responded to what was presumably a proper and respectful interest in her on the part 
of the persona as though his interest in her had been of a different nature, although she 
may not have actually seen his attitude as being different at all. She may also have 
merely been startled’, p. 110. 
33 Cited in Gallego Morell, p. 243. 
34 Snell, p. 185. 
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beauty. The logic of these verses is metaphorical: the lyric voice seeks a similarity. 
He wants to know whether the woman’s external beauty is an apt metaphor for her 
soul. 
 In the second quatrain, however, the lyric voice encounters an obstacle that 
foils his project: 
en él puse la vista: mas detiene 
de vuestra hermosura el duro encuentro 
mis ojos, y no pasan tan adentro 
que miren lo que el alma en sí contiene. 
Critics have debated at length the nature of this obstacle. Is the lyric voice distracted 
by the lady’s beauty in general? Or is this a reference to the hand with which she 
shields her breast in the first tercet? What has gone unobserved in these discussions, 
however, is the subtle shift in the focus of the lover’s attention. Now he is curious to 
see not the soul (what is within the breast) but rather what the soul contains (‘lo que el 
alma en sí contiene’). The object of his visual quest has been displaced inwards. The 
octave, thus, resembles a series of Russian dolls or Chinese boxes. In the first 
quatrain, the lyric voice seeks to discover the ‘centre’ of his lady, but it turns out that 
that centre has a centre of its own. We might say that the meaning of this beauty is 
constantly decentred. 
 It is tempting to read this decentring as a metatextual commentary. What the 
lyric voice seeks to do in the first quatrain is similar to what we do when read a 
literary text: we seek its centre, its message or meaning, and we study how the form 
reflects this content. Garcilaso, however, seems to be a deconstructionist avant la 
lettre. In the second quatrain he discovers the elusiveness of this centre. When he 
attempts to delve into the text, he finds that every depth is itself a surface. 
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In the first tercet, Garcilaso echoes the Classical topos of the paraklausithyron 
or exclusus amator, a motif in which the lover, denied entry to his beloved’s house, 
laments his exclusion beside her wall or door: 
Y así se quedan tristes en la puerta 
hecha, por mi dolor, con esa mano 
que aun a su mismo pecho no perdona (p. 41). 
The puerta refers to the hand (presumably the lady’s), which prevents the lover from 
seeing her breast.35 It is important to note that the nature of the obstacle has changed 
with the volta: now it is not the lady’s beauty—‘el duro encuentro de vuestra 
hermosura’—that distracts the lover from his Neoplatonic quest but rather her hand, 
which physically shields her breast. Moreover, where in the first stanza the lover 
seeks to see the soul, now he struggles to see the body.  
The volta, thus, introduces a radical shift in the lyric voice’s approach to and 
experience of the aesthetic object. In the octave, the meaning of the beauty, the centre 
of the text, constantly recedes inward. In the sestet, in contrast, the lover finds himself 
blocked by the surface: not only is he unable to see beyond the breast, but the breast 
itself is covered by the hand. The final tercet of the poem introduces yet another layer, 
the lady’s clothes: 
donde vi claro mi esperanza muerta. 
y el golpe, que os hizo amor en vano 
                                                
35 Heiple has argued that the hand belongs not to the lady but to Cupid and reads the 
line ‘que aun a su mismo pecho no perdona’ as a reference to ‘the conceit of Cupid’s 
being wounded by his own weapons’, p. 248. For a rebuttal of this view, see Elias L. 
Rivers, ‘Garcilaso de la Vega and the Italian Renaissance: Texts and Contexts / 
Review Article’, Calíope, 2 (1996), no. 1, pp. 100-108. 
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non esservi passato oltra la gonna. (p. 41) 
The proliferation of depths in the octave contrasts with the accumulation of surfaces 
in the sestet. 
 The final verse of the sonnet is a distorted citation of a passage from 
Petrarch’s ‘canzone delle metamorfosi’ (RVF 23). At the beginning of this poem, 
Petrarch recalls how Cupid once sought to pierce him with his arrows. Unable to 
penetrate his target’s heart, Cupid enlists a powerful lady (presumably Laura) in his 
campaign: 
sentendo il crudel di ch’io ragiono 
infin allor percossa di suo strale 
non essermi passato otra la gonna, 
prese in sua scorta una possente Donna 
[For that cruel one of whom I speak, seeing that as yet no blow of his 
arrows had gone beyond my garment, took as his patroness a powerful 
Lady] (pp. 60-61). 
In Sonnet 22, Garcilaso playfully decontextualises Petrarch’s line. Now it is not 
Cupid who seeks to penetrate the heart of the lyric voice but rather the latter who 
hopes to disrobe the body of the beloved. What is a metaphor in Petrarch becomes 
quite literal in Garcilaso: a longing to touch the heart becomes a desire to get under 
the lady’s skirt. 
 The contrast between the earnest Neoplatonic discourse of the octave and the 
flippant witticism of the sestet has proved a constant source of contention among 
Garcilaso scholars. Critics have generally opted either for a frivolous or a serious 
reading of the poem, forcefitting the sestet within the logic of the octave or vice 
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versa.36 I would argue, however, that the poem changes after the volta. In the 
quatrains, the lyric voice has sought the meaning of the lady-text only to discover that 
it constantly eludes him, that it is always beyond his grasp. As he realizes in the first 
tercet, the door of the text is closed; the key to its meaning, lost. His response is to 
adopt a different perspective toward the text, one that revels in its verbal surface. His 
appropriation of Petrarch in the final line demonstrates this approach: rather than 
seeking out and conserving the original meaning of the cited verse, he takes it at face 
value, exploiting the words for his own end.37 The lyric voice is in a sense an exclusus 
amator vis-à-vis the Petrarchan tradition: as in Sonnet 10, the model is a fragment to 
whose original meaning he has no access. This exclusion, however, gives him a 
certain freedom: it allows him to project his own vision onto the text. The 
contradiction between the frivolous and the serious in this poem is ultimately the 
result of its perspectival play. The poem contrasts the earnest standpoint of the reader 
who delves into the meaning of the work with the more playful perspective of the 
reader who revels in the textual surface. 
                                                
36 Gargano, for example, believes that the major challenge in interpreting the poem 
‘consiste nel trovare una spiegazione tale da integrare le due parti in cui si divide il 
sonetto: quartine e terzine’ [consists of finding an explanation that integrates the two 
parts into which the poem is divided: quatrains and tercets (my translation)], p. 32. He 
attempts to resolve this problem by reading verse 6 (‘de vuestra hermosura el duro 
encuentro’) as a reference to the beauty of the hand, which does not appear in the 
poem until verse 10. 
37 Snell hints at a metatextual reading of the final line of the poem: ‘La barrera que 
entre sí misma y el poeta pone la dama, encuentra así su paralelo en la distancia 
irónica que el autor guarda con el contenido del poema’, p. 184. 
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 In all of the poems discussed above, the immediate object of Garcilaso’s 
reflections is vague. In Sonnet 1, we learn nothing of the ‘pasos’ that have led the 
lyric voice to his sorrowful state, and in Sonnet 10, we are given no information about 
what the prendas actually are. Similarly, in Sonnets 18 and 22, the beauty of the 
beloved—‘vuestra vista’, what the breast or the soul contains—is mentioned but 
never revealed. What is important in these poems is not the amorous experience or 
object in and of itself but rather the window that it gives onto the workings of the 
lover’s mind. All of the poems explore how shifts in the distance or direction of our 
gaze change our perception of the reality that we observe. The poems probe not what 
is seen but rather the act of seeing. The emotional vacillations and vagaries of 
Petrarch’s poetry become in Garcilaso a source of philosophical reflection, an attempt 
to step outside of the mind and to observe it observing. It is this exploration, which 




Abstract (keywords in bold): 
Recent scholarship on Garcilaso de la Vega has contested the traditional view of his 
poetry as natural, transparent and authentic and drawn attention to its intertextual and 
metatextual sophistication. This essay seeks to contribute to this revision by 
examining an aspect of his Petrarchism that has generally been overlooked: its 
complex reflection upon perspective and the way one’s viewpoint colours one’s 
perception of reality. The analysis focuses on four well-known sonnets (1, 10, 18, and 
22), which exemplify Garcilaso’s fascination with temporal, spatial and interpretative 
perspectives. 
